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different directions, that it is always surprising to me that 
I witness any of their comings together at all. They remind 
me of a map in Denis Woods’s book Everything Sings that 
shows the delivery route that a paperboy takes in town. His 
route is drawn as a ribbon that zig zags left-right around a 
neighbourhood, plotting his path in space. Yet the ribbon 
is also stretched out, vertically elongated, as it charts the 
paperboy’s route over time. The result is a map that looks 
like a party streamer, bouncy and spiralling, running above 
the streets, up the page. My sense when I look at it is of how 
open-ended places become when time is factored in, of how 
much roomier they turn out to be; of how time spreads space 
with possibilities. It makes a fleeting beautiful moment, 
like total forest green, feel more special, like fortune. Yet 
it also makes it one moment among many. The endless 
recombination of elements over time in which all manner of 
novelties are being continuously launched into the world. 

The moment where time and space converge is also some-
thing I have witnessed in an outfit: the point when person, 
place and dress come together and speak the language of 
now. A fashion moment, like a forest moment, is an electric 
experience, unpredictable, unschooled, emergent. A navy 
sleeveless crossover blouse, loose fitting; high waisted trou-
sers, also deep blue with square cut pocket openings; old 
trainers; a day and a night where life sings. I see from Denis 
Woods’s space-time ribbon map something I’d not seen so 
clearly before. Time also expands garments’ possibilities; it 
spreads them like water. It peels the three spatial dimensions 
of a garment off the peg, and drapes it around an ever-chang-
ing, unfolding, animate life. Woods’s map, if it were about 
clothes, would say that garments are lived as a process. That 
lives happen within them; that clothes unfold along the 
dimension of time. The time-space ribbon would also say 
that garments are crucibles of action, time designating them 
wide open to all manner of intersecting forces. Just like in 
the forest. To witness both a forest and a fashion moment 
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Change and Permanence

It was the 8th of May, and it was the day that the forest floor 
and canopy, sliding their own colour gradients, merged. This 
was the day they became the exact same shade of green. 
I’d been holding out for weeks, watching the colours of 
Macclesfield Forest ripen and alter, rationalising, diversifying, 
rising taller. When it came, the total effect was like immersion 
into a dreamscape of haze and indistinct edges. The windless-
ness helped, low down on the slope off a main track: the air 
was still, hovering, vibrating at the frequency of green. 

My overwhelming sense of the forest’s top-to-bottom 
green was that it was deeply relaxing. Part of me marvelled 
at the exact synchronicity of hue, while another part looked 
around for where I might sleep. In the days following the 
8th, the effect dissipated, less potent than before. The collec-
tive floor-bound plants, a tangle of bramble, grass, moss, the 
leaves of wild flowers, travelled from fervent green towards 
a less energetic green-grey; while in the tree canopy high 
above, the needles of the predominant species—larch—
toughened, darkened, became harder, more mahogany. Never 
before had I seen so clearly how each element of the forest 
runs its own course. Nor how sometimes the elements inter-
sect, momentarily, blissfully crossing. As they did, the forest 
seemed to rouse itself, flexing, moving, at a wavelength of 
around 550 nanometres in the spectrum of visible light. The 
American writer Barry Lopez puts it this way: “The land 
becomes large, alive like an animal. It is not that the land is 
simply beautiful, but that it is powerful.”7

There are so many unfolding courses, paths and routes 
in the forest, of creatures, of colour, of plants, going off in 
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page, the hawk stares back at you, bold, statuesque, 
brightly coloured. But when you have shut the book, 
you will never see that bird again… The living bird 
will never be so large, so shiny-bright. It will be deep 
in landscape, and always sinking further back… 
Pictures are waxworks beside the passionate mobility 
of the living bird.” 4

Baker, I think, was preparing his readers for the t-shirt-eagle 
whole. He was saying that rich, bountiful understanding 
comes from knowing things against a backdrop of other 
things as they happen in the real world. He was saying that 
a thing is known better when known within its context; that 
we must guard against a tendency to make things simpler by 
separating them out, because separation lessens them. Things 
are greater when they’re understood in relationship: bird to 
place, person to land, garment to the real world.

I read Baker’s book during a spring while my family 
and I were living in a converted farm outbuilding called 
Woodcutter’s Cottage. Swallows started arriving in late April 
and built nests in the barn beneath the room where we slept. 
Their chatter—like the radio tuning dial turning through 
static—was in every moment, was part of my days and 
nights. They hardly rested. I have no idea how they coped. 
The surprising news from the farm, given that swallows are 
birds of such wingsmanship, of great migration, was that they 
also sit down. Granted they perch most often in nests and 
on phone lines, but one evening when the cloud rolled back 
and the sky cleared, out of the cottage window my youngest 
son saw a swallow sitting on the ground. Alert but entirely 
motionless on one of yard’s stone flags, facing into a shaft of 
low light from the setting sun. Then we saw another, a couple 
of paces away from the first, settled, still, perfectly parallel to 
the first, facing west. I’d never seen a swallow on the ground 
before, let alone there and stationary. They were warming 
their brick-coloured throats in the rays of evening light.
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Birds

I was sitting on a low rock beneath a young pine. At the top 
of the tree, on a dead silvered branch, was a bald eagle. To 
my back, the Pacific Ocean broke onto a low cliff; its lapping, 
stroking sound was everywhere. After a while, the eagle, all 
strong bands of colour, rose up and heavily flew away. Where 
she soared, my eyes followed hypnotically. Fully stretched, 
the wings of a bald eagle arc slightly forward, their leading 
edge forging a gentle curve, her head the only thing to inter-
rupt the sweep. You’d imagine that wings in a forward arc 
would cup the air, add drag and hold the bird back. It shows 
how little I know. 

In this same part of Vancouver Island on Canada’s western-
most fringe, a bald eagle has been spotted repairing to its 
nest with a t-shirt. Was it (I fill in the gaps for no one knows) 
a band t-shirt? Did she get it at a gig? Nick it from a washing 
line? Or perhaps she rifled through a pile of surfer’s clothes 
on a beach to find something she liked? Somewhere here or 
hereabouts, two hundred grams of an eerie is cotton single 
jersey. I love this story. It assigns us as part of the same 
ecosystem. Eagles in t-shirts: we are all in this together. 

Several years ago I read J. A. Baker’s sublime 1967 account 
of a winter spent watching and following peregrine falcons 
around the coast of Kent in southeast England. The opening 
pages offer up a description of contrasts between a picture of 
the peregrine, like you’d find in a spotters guide, and actual 
experience of the living bird:

“Books about birds show pictures of the peregrine…
Large and isolated in the gleaming whiteness of the 
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Kate Fletcher

New writing on fashion and sustainability

In this collection of autobiographical writings, 
Kate Fletcher explores relationships between 
garments and human embeddedness in nature. 
Going beyond the idea that nature is a means to 
human ends, Wild Dress documents how we wear 
clothes in ways that add weight to and awareness 
of the natural world. 

Includes fifteen colour photographs of Macclesfield 
Forest and the Goyt Valley in the Peak District and 
Garsdale in the Yorkshire Dales by Charlie Meecham.
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